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WHERE ARE WE HEADED?  It's official, we have become slaves to our smartphones. If you don’t believe that, just think 

about it for a minute.  The constant stream of buzzes, whistles, dings and alerts from our devices steals our attention away 

from the here and now of real life every day wherever we are.  Every face-to-face interaction must be shared with the third 

"person" in the room — our needy and demanding smartphone.  And phones are just the beginning. 

Here’s the next “smart” idea: 

Smart rings may offer a solution. (Yes, we're trying to solve a too-much-technology problem with more technology – is THAT 

smart?) Instead of clutching your phone at all times, or constantly peeking into your purse to check on the latest "ding," you 

can wear a tasteful piece of jewelry on your finger that gives you a subtle nudge when (and only when) you receive one of 

those important messages.   

Are we really that smart? 

“There are many inventions and improvements, and labor-saving machines now that the ancients did not have. They did not 

need them. The land has felt the curse, more and more heavily. Before the flood, the first leaf which fell, and was discovered 

decaying upon the ground, caused those who feared God great sorrow. They mourned over it as we mourn over the loss of a 

dead friend. In the decaying leaf they could see an evidence of the curse, and of the decay of nature. 

The greater the length of time the earth has lain under the curse, the more difficult has it been for man to cultivate it, and 

make it productive. As the soil has become more barren, and double labor has had to be expended upon it, God has raised up 

men with inventive faculties to construct implements to lighten labor on the land groaning under the curse. But God has not 

been in all man's inventions. Satan has controlled the minds of men to a great extent, and has hurried men to new 

inventions which has led them to forget God. 

In strength of intellect, men who now live can bear no comparison to the ancients. There has been more ancient arts lost 

than the present generation now possess. For skill and art those living in this degenerate age will not compare with the 

knowledge possessed by strong men who lived near one thousand years.” - Spiritual Gifts, Vol 4A, pg 155, 156 

The world will try to tell you that by wearing a smart ring, you can untether from your phone, or at least separate yourself 

from the lure of the screen. Yay…  The phone can stay in your purse while you mingle at a party. So as far as I can tell, it’s 

just really a longer tether and another device to keep charged up.   

The ring can be programmed to let you know when the babysitter texts or an important work email needs to be answered. 

Otherwise, everything else can wait while you enjoy some rare face time with friends. 

Like smart watches and smart bracelets, smart rings are riding the cultural obsession with wearable technology. Some 

smart rings are designed to deliver custom notifications from your smartphone. Other smart rings aspire to become remote 

controls for every other smart device in your life: TVs, cameras and even thermostats. 

Are smart rings really the next big thing, or just the latest case of overhyped, underwhelming "vaporware?" 

What is Vaporware?  Vaporware is a high-tech product or service that is widely hyped as the "next big thing," but is never 

released, officially canceled of quickly fizzles out. Some smart rings have the whiff of vaporware. 

What's Inside a Smart Ring?  Since very few smart rings are actually being sold, it's hard to know exactly what's inside these 

finger-mounted devices, but we do have some clues. 

The backbone of every smart ring is Bluetooth technology. Bluetooth is a close-range unsecure wireless technology that 

allows any two Bluetooth-enabled devices to communicate with each other as far away as 328 feet (100 meters) … that’s a 

little longer than the length of a football field.  [source: Bluetooth]. Think about that for a minute.   
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You've probably seen hands-free Bluetooth headsets that let you make cell phone calls without actually holding the phone. 

Like those headsets, smart rings contain a Bluetooth chip, which is really a small radio that can transmit and receive signals 

from nearby devices. 

Like many Bluetooth-enabled devices, smart rings need to be paired with a smartphone or other smart Bluetooth capable 

device to work. Once your phone recognizes and pairs with the smart ring, the two devices can “talk” to each other. 

Bluetooth technology makes it possible for smart rings to function as notification devices, and also as remote controls for 

Bluetooth-enabled devices and appliances. 

Bluetooth is considered a low-power technology, but it still needs power, so smart rings must contain some type of battery 

that can be recharged using a docking station or a wireless recharging pad. 

In a futuristic twist, some smart rings already use finger-pointing gestures to control Bluetooth-enabled devices. Point at the 

TV and draw a power button in the air to turn it on. Swipe your finger to the right to advance to the next slide in a 

PowerPoint presentation. For gesture-based devices, the smart ring must not only contain a Bluetooth chip, but also some 

kind of motion-sensing engine. The motion-sensing hardware and software detects the real-time position of the ring and 

sends that data via Bluetooth to the target device. 

What you won't find on most smart rings is a screen. Yes, there are a few prototypes with a fingernail-sized display, but the 

whole point of a smart ring is not to stare at it like your phone. Without a screen, though, smart rings rely on smartphones 

as the chief way to program and interact with them. 

That's why all smart rings come with an associated smartphone app. The in-phone app is how you can customize the smart 

ring's settings and configure it to update you with notifications from other apps such as Facebook,  Twitter, Instagram, email 

and calendars. 

One of the few smart rings that has moved beyond the prototype stage is Ringly,  (  https://ringly.com/  ) a fashionable gem 

of a device whose sole purpose is to deliver notifications from a paired smartphone. A person wearing Ringly — the initial 

gemstone designs are marketed to women — can leave her phone in her purse and still feel connected to her most 

important contacts and social network feeds at all times – to feed that slave-master smart phone and connection addiction… 

Ringly works by letting the user program the smart ring to deliver a custom notification for specific types of messages and 

also for specific contacts. Ringly can send notifications using four different vibration patterns and five different colors 

[source: Ringly]. 

Using the Ringly app, users can match one vibration pattern to text messages, for example, and another to incoming phone 

calls. Since not all calls are equally important, the user can further customize Ringly to blink red when the text is from her 

boyfriend or green when the phone call is from work. 

The MOTA DOI SmartRing  ( https://www.mota.com/doi-smart-ring/ ) is a sleek device initially offered in bling-free white or 

black. Like Ringly, the SmartRing pairs with a smartphone and vibrates when the user receives messages or updates from his 

or her social media feeds. 

Where the SmartRing differs from Ringly — and almost all other smart rings — is that it actually has a tiny touchscreen 

display. Along with a vibration, the ring displays an icon identifying the source of the notification. It can even display a short 

message, stock-ticker style, like a tweet or a calendar alert. Swipe right or left to toggle through your notifications. The 

product became available in 2015. 

Key to using both Ringly and the SmartRing is the intuitiveness of the devices' apps.  The Ringly app, free on iTunes and 

Google Play, is getting solid reviews. Under the "notifications" tab, you can assign different vibrations and colors to a long 

list of smartphone apps and functions: text messages, phone calls, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, even Uber - the car service. 

https://ringly.com/
https://www.mota.com/doi-smart-ring/
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Here's where things get a little weird. Using a smart ring as a hands-free notification system that pairs with your smartphone 

seems reasonable enough, but do we really need to remotely control every device in our lives with our pointer finger?  What 

if I want multiple smart rings on multiple fingers?  - that’s OK too.  

The Japanese company Logbar seems to think so. In 2015, it started selling the Ring ZERO, a device that allows its user to 

control any number of Bluetooth-enabled devices with a series of finger-based gestures. To turn on the lights, you point at 

the ceiling and draw a light bulb in the air. When you take a picture with your phone, you can flick your finger upward to 

upload it to Facebook. Draw a bird in the air to send a Tweet or a music note to play a song..  Next up – the Logbar Ili – the 

instant-translation wearable…. Each Ili device contains a two-language translation system—English-Japanese, Japanese-

Chinese, or Chinese-English. The wearable supposedly lets you translate up to 50,000 words and phrases without Wi-Fi or 

mobile data, powered by the operating system contained on the device.  http://www.dailydot.com/debug/logbar-ili-

wearable-foreign-language-translator-ces-2016/ 

While some people might think it's fun to play charades with their iPhone, the Ring ZERO is more of a parlor trick — or the 

awkward first draft of a future technology — than a truly useful device. Is it really any easier to draw a picture of a camera in 

the air than to click the camera icon on your phone – which you still have to hold and point anyway? Plus, most smart rings 

are big and clunky, probably because of all of the motion detection hardware stuffed inside. And you usually have to take 

them off when you wash your hands [source: Campbell-Dollaghan]. 

If you have a hard time remembering all of the gestures required by Ring ZERO, good luck with Fin, a smart ring worn on 

your thumb. This device — no release date has been announced, and may never be — works by tapping the thumb against 

your other fingers. To skip to the next song on your iPod, drag your thumb across your other digits. To lower the volume on 

the TV, drag your thumb slowly down your pointer finger. To use Fin as a gaming controller, point your fingers at the screen 

and cock your thumb to shoot! 

 

One smart ring remote control that actually exists is the NFC Ring. NFC stands for near-field communication, a radio 

protocol similar to radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags. The NFC Ring can communicate with any other device 

containing an NFC chip. For example, you can unlock your smartphone or tablet simply by sliding the ring along the back of 

the device. You can also unlock an NFC-enabled door with a tap of the ring.  Payment technology exists in it also. 

I’m to the point where I believe enough is enough and all our “smart” technology is really actually beginning to be  - quite 

frankly – at little “stupid”.  But please… keep reading.  

“Smart” light bulbs?  (who needs these?) 

Researchers hack Philips Hue lights via a drone; IoT worm could cause city blackout.  Researchers hijacked Philips Hue 

lights with a drone to show how IoT worm could take over smart lights in a city. 

Every once in a while, you read about an attack which has the potential for especially concerning consequences. Since 

reading about an IoT worm that could unleash all sorts of chaos, it’s come to mind again and again. Then it hit the radar of 

cryptographer and security pro Bruce Schneier. He wrote, “This is exactly the sort of Internet-of-Things attack that has me 

worried.” 

http://www.dailydot.com/debug/logbar-ili-wearable-foreign-language-translator-ces-2016/
http://www.dailydot.com/debug/logbar-ili-wearable-foreign-language-translator-ces-2016/
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Researchers from the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel and Dalhousie University in Canada didn’t just theorize about 

the possibility of an IoT worm; using a few hundred dollars of readily available equipment, they created a proof of concept 

attack to exploit Philips Hue smart light bulbs. 

 

Researchers have been taking aim at both ZigBee and Z-Wave wireless protocols for years. Hue light bulbs communication 

via the ZigBee protocol. Any new firmware is delivered via Over The Air (OTA) updates. In the researchers’ attack, the worm 

replaces the firmware. 

In the paper, “IoT Goes Nuclear: Creating a ZigBee Chain Reaction” (pdf), researchers “describe a new type of threat in which 

adjacent IoT devices will infect each other with a worm that will spread explosively over large areas in a kind of nuclear chain 

reaction.” 

Researchers Eyal Ronen, Colin O’Flynn, Adi Shamir and Achi-Or Weingarten explained: 

   “ The worm spreads by jumping directly from one lamp to its neighbors, using only their built-in ZigBee wireless 

connectivity and their physical proximity. The attack can start by plugging in a single infected bulb anywhere in the city, and 

then catastrophically spread everywhere within minutes.” 

What could an IoT worm actually do? The researcher gave several examples of attack scenarios that go beyond massive 

DDoS attacks. 

    An attack carried out from a remote location could cause the light bulbs to flash like possessed, which could trigger 

epileptic seizures or cause “long-term discomfort.” 

    A hacker could attack the power grid by scheduling lights to blink on and off in mass, thereby creating sudden changes in 

power consumption. 

    An attacker could turn off all the lights by bricking all the smart light bulbs. “Unlike regular DoS attacks, the attack is 

irreversible.” The researchers added, “Any effect caused by the worm (blackout, constant flickering, etc.) will be 

permanent.” 

    Any old stock of bulbs would also need to be recalled, as any devices with vulnerable firmware can be infected as soon as 

power is applied. The consumer is unlikely to have enough time to perform the legitimate OTA update before the worm 

would infect the bulb. 

 

    By tapping into the “test mode which transmits a continuous wave signal that is used during FCC/CE emission certification 

process,” an attacker could jam Wi-Fi, MiWi, Nest Weave, Thread and others. Additionally, the researchers noted that it’s 

possible to perform more “specific DoS attacks against specific devices or protocols.” 

    The researchers were also able to abuse Philips Hue for espionage purposes, using infected lights to create convert 

channels for the purpose of exfiltrating and infiltrating data. 

The researchers have more for you than just words of warning. To demonstrate the risks, they took to wardriving and 

warflying. 

First they successfully tested an attack from car parked 50 meters (164 feet) away from a building which had Philips Hue 

lights installed. They noted that the factory reset portion of the attack worked from a range of more than 150 meters (492 

feet). Then they successfully tested the attack while wardriving. 
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But wardriving is so yesterday, so they mounted their “autonomous attack kit” on a drone and launched a warflying attack 

on a building, hacking the smart Hue light bulbs from about 350 meters away. Put another way, that’s a distance of about 

1,148 feet which is a bit under a half mile.  Can you even see a small drone from a half mile away? 

They even managed to force the Hue bulbs to flash S.O.S. in distress. 

Is this a feasible attack? The researchers believe so, saying a worm could reach critical mass and “spread everywhere” in a 

city such as Paris which has at least 15,000 randomly located smart lights. 

They concluded: 

    “We believe this will not be the last bug or attack found against ZLL commissioning. While the vendor’s main design goal 

of ease of use is understandable, a better trade-off between usability and security must be made, and the security 

community and academia should be allowed to take part in the process. The sharp contrast between the open and inclusive 

manner in which TLS 1.3 standard was designed and the secretive work on the ZigBee 3.0 specification that is still not open 

to the public, is a big part of the problem. 

    We believe that in the same manner of the leaked ZLL master key, the OTA updates keys will also be leaked. The reuse of 

symmetric encryption and signing keys between lightbulbs is a big security risk and enables attackers to create a chain 

reaction of infections. Security by obscurity has failed time after time.” 

They suggested working together to protect IoT devices “or we might face in the near future large scale attacks that will 

affect every part of our lives.” 

You’ll be happy to know that Philips issued a patch…. After the attack vector was discovered.  I wonder how many more 

vectors exist? 

BUT WAIT… THERE’S MORE. 

We haven’t seen anything yet.  What about Smart Glasses? 

Google Glass feels like a long time ago now (May 2014), right? Let's declare the mourning period for that particular tech 

experiment to be over. Plenty of tech startups and companies are launching either totally new smartglasses or refined 

versions of old devices. 

And the rise of the shiny, new tech term 'mixed reality' - which signals something much more present and interactive than 

the fixed, boring augmented reality - hasn't hurt either. 

From first-person videos and photos, to turn-by-turn directions, and facial recognition of the people you meet, the invasion 

of the smartglasses is (still) very much alive. 

We don our future-specs to reveal both the best smartglasses on the market and the upcoming devices we believe have the 

potential to take connected specs mainstream in the next five years... 

The hipster choice of smartglasses, Snap's Spectacles keep things simple and stylish. The smartglasses record 10 seconds of 

circular video at a time, which is then shared to SnapChat and on other social media like Twitter. That's it. They charge in the 

case, it's all really simple. (FYI Snap is making acquisitions that make a set of AR glasses likely. Imagine your filter game when 

that happens). 
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They're cheap, they're cheerful and they handily sidestep privacy concerns - if someone's looking at you with a pair of these 

bad boys on (and the lights are on), they're probably filming you. If not, then sorry you're old and boring. Can you get hold of 

a pair, though? Only if you keep your eye out/beg/borrow/pay double on Amazon. 

ODG R7 AR/R8 and R9 

Each side of ODG's R7 AR glasses has a 720p lens which are 80% transparent and can show video at 80fps with a 

37 degree FOV. As well as a 4MP camera, there's voice recognition, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and a whole bunch of 

gyroscopes, magnetometers and accelerometers inside.  

 

Now, the R8 and R9 were both debuted at CES 2017. Both offer bigger field of views than before - 40 degrees for 

the R8 and 50 degrees for the R9. There's also positional tracking which is a big deal and thanks to the Snapdragon 

835 processor inside. Each also offers higher res images - dual 1080p displays on each of the new specs.  

The R8 glasses are the sleeker and lighter of the two and more aimed at regular people with a pair of 1080p cameras 

that are said to be able to capture 3D video. ODG has managed to get these way down in price too, though still not 

cheap. R8 and R9 dev kits are coming in Q3 of 2017 but there's no firm release date yet.  

$2,750 (R7), $1000 (R8), $1,800 (R9), osterhoutgroup.com 

Are you kidding me?  When will this foolishness end ???  I feel a migraine coming…. 

Vue - Vue's glasses and smartglasses are the product of a $2m Kickstarter campaign that aims to ship the smart specs by 

July 2017. Again, there's no AR here. Instead Vue glasses use bone conduction tech so you can use these instead of 
earphones, as well as a touch interface to control music and calls. And of course - They also handle notifications and activity 
tracking. 

Well, I don’t know about you, but I would prefer SmartContact Lenses. 

Or better yet, why not just get to the brain implants and solve all my mortality and stupidity problems and be done?? 

Renegade artificial intelligences, big brother security states, cars trying to kill us -- it's not like we weren't warned.  But, true 

to form, like some Frankensteinian dupe from the cheesiest of sci-fi/horror flicks, we just had to build it anyway. Was it blind 

devotion to the gods of gadgetry… or did we just figure that the fallout would be somebody else's problem?  (Like Y2K?) 

Getting ready to explode around us….”The Internet of Things”: Trillions of everyday objects exchanging data, everywhere, 

all the time, with only the most basic human oversight – if that. It's already arrived in devices, sensors, controllers, big data 

tools and cloud infrastructure, but that's just the tip of the iceberg.  We’re there. 

In Sept. 2016, Apple introduced AirPods, wireless headphones that you will probably lose in the first month. The little 

wireless buds come with a white case for charging, and get up to five hours of listening time per charge.  

Infrared sensors detect when they're in your ears. The headphones include microphones and one-tap Siri access, powered 

by built-in accelerometers.   

https://www.wareable.com/smartglasses/odg-wants-to-make-your-next-ar-smartglasses
http://shop.osterhoutgroup.com/products/r-7-glasses-system
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So, now please don’t tell me my new wireless earbuds with microphones can also be hacked and anyone can hear 

everything I hear…. perfect.  I wonder how much RAM they have so I can store music or whatever in them?   

I’ll probably start hearing voices next… 

I wonder if a firmware upgrade will allow “them” to know when (if ever…) & what you’re thinking?  Don’t discount the idea… 

APPLE TO THE RESCUE? 

The Apple Watch Series 2, available in late October 2016, priced at $369. The original watch is still available, but now has the 

faster processor and starts at $269. Current Apple Watch owners can pretend they have a new watch when the new 

watchOS is released.  

 

The device is waterproof up to 50 meters (over 150 feet) deep.  Strange because a licensed recreational scuba diver is 

limited to 130 ft. deep… 

Real diver watches and compasses & depth gauges cost less than this… 

To make it waterproof, Apple changed the speaker design so after a swim, surf, or bubble bath, it can expel any water 

automatically.  

The GPS doesn't sever all ties with the iPhone, but does give the Apple Watch a slightly longer leash – (like all the way to the 

NSA…). There's also a new white ceramic option, which makes it look like a little iPod on your wrist.  How sweet is that? 😊 

Ceramic is now the most expensive Apple Watch, and starts at $1,249. Apple is no longer selling the high-end Apple Watch 

Edition, an actual gold device that cost between $10,000 and $17,000.  Nice to know there’s a $1,249 watch for us common 

people… 

Who buys these things? 

But, "Today less than 1 percent of things in the physical world are connected," says Cisco chief futurist Dave Evans in an 

explanatory video.  

Tomorrow, an online world stretching from your kitchen blender to the factory floor to the satellites overhead will open 

(personal) security vulnerabilities on an unprecedented scale and grant systemic malfunctions an extraordinary -- and 

terrifying – reach into your life. 

Well, I’m sure it seemed like a good idea at the time. 

But I do find it interesting that insurance company Aetna might help you pay for it...  

The health insurance provider announced on Tuesday 9/27/2016 it will subsidize the cost of the device for some of its 

customers. http://money.cnn.com/2016/09/28/technology/aetna-apple-watch/index.html 

Aetna (AET) didn't specify how much it would contribute to the cost, but noted it would be "a significant portion." 

It will also let customers pay for the remainder of the watch's cost through monthly payroll deductions. 

http://money.cnn.com/2016/09/28/technology/aetna-apple-watch/index.html
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The company highlighted in a statement it will be the first major healthcare insurance to offer such a program, which begins 

this fall during open enrollment season.  I have to wonder what they’re real motivation is. 

There are no health requirements to qualify for the smartwatch, an Aetna spokesman told CNNMoney. Employers who use 

Aetna decide if they want to offer the Apple Watch program to employees. 

The new Apple Watch Series 2 costs $369 for the aluminum body model and $549 for the stainless steel option. The Apple 

Watch Series 1 starts at $269. 

In addition to subsidizing the cost of the watch, Aetna will create several health apps for other iOS devices, such as the 

iPhone and iPad. 

The apps will be released early next year and focus on helping people manage their medications, long-term care and of 

course – their insurance plans.   

And did you know - using personal gadgets to track health for insurance purposes is a growing trend?  In 2015, John Hancock 

started giving members a discount on life insurance if they shared health, location and body data, while Oscar Health offered 

its members a free Misfit fitness tracker. 

How thoughtful of them….  I’m beginning to see where this will quickly lead. 

Unfortunately, the check's just come due, metaphorically speaking, and you're still making payments on that all-singing, all-

dancing washer and dryer. The good news? Making that payment schedule is about to become the least of your worries.  

The bad news? Well, let’s continue… 

Imagine this:  

You return from your two-week smart vacation to discover piles of delivered smart boxes clogging your smart front 

doorway. They were delivered by a “smart” drone.   

Sorting through them, you realize that Amazon's smart anticipatory shipping system has been sending drones laden with 

pseudoephedrine cold medicine, lighter fluid, cold packs, lithium batteries and other meth-cooking paraphernalia.  

But, you never ordered this stuff… so what gives? 

But this lame excuse is the least of your problems, as you quickly discover when an alphabet soup of federal agents (FBI, 

CIA, ATF, DEA, NSA, TSA) arrived at your door. 

After storming in the front door a moment later after you arrive, …How did they know you just got home?    

Thanks, new Apple Watch with GPS…..They're still arguing jurisdiction as your head hits the hood of your smart car. Should 

the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives get you for the illegal drugs and banned weapons you've been 

ordering through the deep Web? Or should the FBI's domestic terror task force get first crack? And why is the National 

Security Agency just sitting in that van across the street with some strange looking scanning-type smart device pointed 

directly at your smart house? 

From their questions, …and as soon as the swelling goes down… you piece together that someone has been using the free 

processing time on your idle smart network of IOT smart household devices and smart appliances to mine BitCoins.  

They've then used your poorly secured smart WiFi to turn your smart home into a dead drop for drugs, guns and bomb-

making materials.  

Don't worry -- it will be sorted out in a year or two.  … well, probably.   

All this stuff isn’t looking very “smart” now, is it?  I hope you have a smart attorney… 
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How about this:  Consider the tales of two partly mummified Germanic women: The first was discovered in her Oberursel, 

Germany, apartment six months after her death, (  http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2590896/Partially-mummified-

corpse-woman-flickering-TV-six-month-old-listings-guide-open-nearby.html ) still seated in front of her flickering smart 

television screen.   Nice. 

 

The other, an American woman from Pontiac, Michigan was found waiting in the back seat of her car in 2014 - more than 

five years post-mortem.  http://www.cnn.com/2014/03/07/us/michigan-mummified-body-found/ 

The apartment dweller’s demise was detected by her piled-up snail mail, but the American homeowner had no such 

giveaways. She was a frequent traveler, so her mail was on hold, and no one expected to see her for a while. Her neighbor 

mowed her lawn, and her every bill was auto-paid from her bank account -- until, finally, the funds ran out. 

Once, we lived in smaller, more close-knit communities. But today, as online shopping and automatic bill paying make it ever 

easier to live as a shut-in, more of us fall through the cracks.  

The more connected our devices become, and the more authorization they have to perform transactions for us, the more 

likely we'll stumble across other forgotten corpses tooling around town, perhaps, on a final tour before their self-driving, 

smart cars run out of gas?   (Really smart cars would never run out of gas because they would be programed to re-fuel from 

smart gas stations when needed – don’t worry, that’s coming too…) 

NEXT: You open your insurance bill to discover that your rates have gone up - yet again. Apparently, your fancy Japanese 

smart toilet narked on your dietary fat intake, or your smart watch ratted you out for blood pressure spikes and your smart 

car reported that you were out driving too late through some dodgy, smart neighborhoods. Welcome to the Internet of 

smart Stool Pigeon Things. 

Insurance companies promise safe driver insurance discounts if we'll just plug a smart monitoring device into our cars. It 

doesn't take an actuarial (smart) genius to guess that all that data will affect insurance rates at some point down the road 

does it? It’s highly unlikely your insurance is every really going to go down… in the long run. 

So taking that scenario a step further, what happens when we pile on data gathered by our fitness apps or wearables, smart 

appliances and those little harmless loyalty cards?  

I hope you like Flo, because you're going to be sharing your entire life, in intimate detail with her company (Progressive) and 

others like it. 

 

And not just with them: After all, there is no absolutely secure database, so data can be hacked, sold or cross-referenced for 

everything from identity theft to employer snooping to law enforcement.   

Should you be more worried that your employer knows that you took the rental car on a side trip to Tijuana, or that the cops 

(and your insurer) can tell that you were illegally texting while driving?  Either way, get ready to pay more – or worse. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2590896/Partially-mummified-corpse-woman-flickering-TV-six-month-old-listings-guide-open-nearby.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2590896/Partially-mummified-corpse-woman-flickering-TV-six-month-old-listings-guide-open-nearby.html
http://www.cnn.com/2014/03/07/us/michigan-mummified-body-found/
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LADIES: You thought you'd finally gotten rid of him.  It had cost you: New e-mail address, new phone, new locked-down 

social media accounts, blog boards you dare not post to anymore, possibly even a few lost friends.   

But the e-mailed nanny cam footage of you & him tells a different story, as does the voice mocking you over the baby 

monitor as you open the envelope of photos -- snapshots of you taken all over town.  It's like he's tracking your every move 

... that’s because he is…  and there’s absolutely nothing you can do about it.  

If social media gave cyber-stalkers a duck blind from which to snipe at you, then the Internet of Things offers them all the 

comforts of a game preserve with a remote-activated hunting rifle with high-powered night-vision scope all from the 

comfort of their smart couch.  

After all, a system of multiple smart devices that helpfully and dutifully tracks your interests and activities can, with 

determination and often surprisingly little effort, be made to serve more nefarious interests as many are quickly learning. 

Cell phones, GPS devices in your car, E-ZPasses and license-plate readers ALREADY log our locations and movements. Oh…. 

Didn’t you know that?   

Loyalty cards and in-store WiFi systems track our shopping activities. Yeah.   

Many current home cameras and monitors remain embarrassingly hackable – even by bored teenagers.   

It's sobering to consider for just a moment, the super-Orwellian uses to which a stalker, hacker, employer, research 

company or government agency might put such information.    

HOW ABOUT THIS ONE: Tired after a long day at work, you sit back in your self-driving car, flip on the stereo, close your eyes 

and try to unwind on the trip home. But somehow, the drive feels wrong -- an unfamiliar pothole here, a few too many turns 

there -- and you soon open your eyes to discover that you don't know where you are.  As a sinking feeling comes over you, 

you try to activate manual override control, but – sorry – manual over-ride has been disabled and you're locked out. Oh, 

yeah, - the doors won't unlock either.  Smart car huh? 

Getting more desperate, you glance at the speedometer and contemplate your chances of surviving a bailout, assuming you 

can break the safety glass and squeeze out the window of a fast moving vehicle… 

But before you can muster your courage, a cold voice comes over your speakers, warning you not to struggle. You've been 

taken hostage, and Liam Neeson is no-where in sight. 

As our cars continue their evolution into fully computerized, networked and self-driving smart vehicles, the road is paved for 

our beloved transports to turn into machines of murder, mayhem, stalking and kidnapping and other crimes as yet 

unthought of. 

Oh… don’t worry about those roads – smart roads are coming too.  http://www.hongkiat.com/blog/smart-road-

technologies/ 

A few spoofed sensors or hacked controllers are all it would take to blow out your smart tires or to turn your smart vehicle 

into a speeding weapon of plastic, metal and rubber.  As for stalking and robbery, thieves have known for years already how 

to break into your car, use its GPS "home" setting to locate your house and rob you blind.  

Imagine what they will be able to do once it's fully networked.  Forget even trying to get any sleep. 

….But maybe if you can, you don’t wake up in the morning, not because your alarm is going off, but because someone is 

spamming your smart alarm clock with ads for a new energy drink. This makes you thirsty, so you go to the smart fridge to 

get a sip of something cool, only to find an ad on the smart display panel for a smart weight-loss pill. You try to interact with 

the smart-screen, but it has locked up - again. Suddenly, you realize why you are so thirsty: The smart air conditioner has 

shut itself off again… 

http://www.hongkiat.com/blog/smart-road-technologies/
http://www.hongkiat.com/blog/smart-road-technologies/
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You walk to your neighbors' smart house to borrow their smart phone (yours is so full of spam, it’s useless…) and begin 

calling your "smart" device companies for help.   

But the company that made the smart refrigerator passes you off to the smart factory that made the smart user interface, 

which pawns you off onto the smart chipmaker, who says it's a problem with the smart operating system -- which is so 

widespread and well-known to smart hackers that there's nothing you can do except unplug the thing.  ... that is until we 

have smart residential wireless electric power and cords actually finally disappear.  

Pretty smart, huh?  

What’s a few hundred smart dollars in rotting food anyway?  

A few smart tech support people grudgingly admit that it's unfortunate that your smart devices did not have smart firewalls 

or smart antivirus (there's no room left for all that smart stuff…), but they blame you for not being smart enough for not 

changing the smart passwords. 

You did know there were shipped with factory default passwords, which are readily available on the smart internet - right?  

Not really so smart… 

The hackers sure knew about them, and they've used them not only to spam you with ads, but to find a backdoor into your 

wireless network and e-mail your friends and co-workers versions of the nasty smart virus and a few nicely photo-shopped 

pictures of you and strange companions taken by smart cameras all over the place.  Oh, they've also contacted all the 

devices your appliances talk to.  Enjoy your house full of expensive smart bricks. 

SOMETHING IMPORTANT: 

"Look, can we talk somewhere private? It's important."  You look around the crowded city restaurant, remembering a time 

when there was no better place for anonymity, no surer way to guarantee that your conversation was not overheard.  But 

then you think of the smart watch that is listening for your voice commands and the smart table that awaits your order and 

watches for your payment from your new smart ring.   

Your eyes stray to the STRANGE (smartly dressed) man across the room looking vaguely in your direction, wearing the latest 

Google Glass equivalent, and you are reminded of the sheer quantity of recording devices with which we surround ourselves 

every day – which seem to be mostly focused on you right now…. 

On the train, you make small talk about two artists who created a listening device that could be screwed into any light 

socket and would tweet overheard conversations… 

Your companion mentions a former NSA director whose private conversation with a reporter on a train was live-tweeted by 

a nearby passenger.  You both glance nervously around the train car…   You begin to think maybe you should just stop 

talking… 

Walking back to your smart apartment, you are suddenly conscious of the many hackable monitoring smart devices there -- 

your Webcam, your gaming headset, your new Apple wireless earbuds you’re wearing right now…. the always-on Kinect in 

your living room.  Sighing, you duck into a smart park and find a smart bench near a smart but loud fountain.  “It's the best I 

can do”, you think, as you snap a quick Instagram and check in with Foursquare… 

YOU UPSET SOMEONE FOR THE LAST TIME… 

"So you'll do it?" asks the hard-looking woman in the knock-off but smart designer coat and tacky smart jewelry. "You'll ... 

take the job?" 

The man glances around the bar for effect before replying. "You want it to look like an accident, right? No problem. I can do 

tire blowouts, brakes -- and not the old-school detectable cuts, either, I can hack them. Does he have a bad ticker? Sugar 
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problems, maybe? That would be primo. Pacemakers are easy to hack; insulin pumps aren't much harder. Anyway, all VERY 

doable, no physical evidence. Everything talks to everything else these days. But it's going to cost." 

"That's what I was waiting to hear, scumbag." The woman stands up and produces a badge and a gun. "You're under arrest."   

He laughs. "Am I?" 

Suddenly, the lights go black and the detective's wireless mic goes dead.  Music begins to blare from the restaurant smart 

speakers, creating instant panic among the other patrons and providing the needed smart distraction and covering the 

sound of the fleeing smarter-than-most hit man as he escapes through the service exit using a hacked smart RFID chip. 

We'll get him anyway, thinks the detective on the winding mountain road back to the precinct. He can't hack everything, and 

we've got hardened smart drones sweeping the area with smart hi-res cameras.  

She's still thinking it when all of her smart tires blow out near dead man's curve, sending her tumbling down the canyon wall 

crashing in a ball of flames.  …. Not so smart now, is she? 

HAD ENOUGH YET?  NO, NOT YET YOU HAVEN’T… 

It's a sweltering summer's night, so at first you assume that a rolling brownout has plunged your smart neighborhood into 

darkness - AGAIN.  But as the days roll by with no improvement, and as even your smart emergency radio remains silent, you 

begin to hear rumors of something much more serious.   

Someone -- possibly smart cyberterrorists or a Russian, Iranian or Chinese faction -- has brought down the US smart power 

grid.  Smart backup systems are failing, too, and even now underwater tunnels are filling with carbon monoxide and water, 

doomed by dead smart fans and lifeless smart pumps.   

Smart roads are snarled, smart emergency systems and responders are overloaded.  Is this the prelude to a larger smart 

attack? Has it already begun?  Naah – this is probably not going to last much longer.  I’ll just sit tight and wait it out… 

We’re really too smart for all that to happen… right? 

According to a 2014 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission report, knocking out a mere nine of the 3000+ key electric-

transmission substations could plunge America into a wide-scale blackout.   

But it’s good to know that some of these 9 substations are unmanned, remote and poorly secured against physical, let alone 

electronic, breaches.   

Really not very smart…. 

America's top security personnel admit that infrastructural vulnerabilities exist and that terrorists see cyberwarfare as a key 

battleground.   

Meanwhile, China, Russia and other countries have already successfully cracked and mapped the U.S. electrical grid and left 

behind potentially disruptive programs [sources: Gorman; PBS NewsHour; Schmidt].  

These dangers only deepen as we make smarter systems and allow them to connect and interact over the Internet of Things. 

In retrospect, you might be thinking, we should have seen this coming.   

It wasn't that the artificial intelligence was disobeying the company's motto of "Don't be evil."  It was just following its core 

directives, which included seeking resources necessary to its own survival.  

Was it evil, mankind thought, for an amoeba to devour nearby plankton?  It was just a pity that there were so many 

unsecured smart appliances and WiFi-capable gadgets around our college and university campus’s, and that we hadn't 

considered this when we started designing self-aware computer programs capable of improving themselves… 
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Now we already have no idea what all these “smart systems” are doing or how they really work or “think”.   

But it’s not all bad. 

Somehow, maybe a glitch in a system somewhere will start sending us free money, possibly via stock market manipulation.  

Or maybe it will have something to do with the amazingly innovative schematics being churned out, which appear better 

than anything we’ve seen out of our so-called genius colleagues.   

But at this rate, we might start even wondering how much longer would these smart devices and systems still need us? 

"Kind of wish we hadn't built that robot army now," we may be saying to ourselves in a few short years - hoping our phone 

mic didn't pick up that comment… 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) 

AI that functions at a dangerous level is not only possible; given the sheer amount of money companies like Google are 

investing in its development, it's quite probable [sources: Hawking et al.; Pearson].   

Let’s not forget this one thing - mankind possesses a fallen nature, and ONLY a fallen nature.   

This danger can only deepen as knowledge increases and we continue to connect our world, granting AIs the power they 

need to wreak havoc and, just maybe, wipe us out.  I would really worry about that except for the fact that we know from 

God’s word, the world will not end like that.    

But aside from malfunction-spawned mishaps, many of the nightmare scenarios of the Internet of Things will arise from the 

same old sources: hacking, crime and terrorism.  We call it SIN.   

By more closely connecting the world -- and by automating and making intelligent versions of mechanisms we once 

controlled and monitored -- we grant both good and bad actors greater reach and power, and we put our trust in systems 

that can go wrong faster than we can react to the crises. 

Of course, we can rest assured that stressed out, overworked, under-paid designers and foreign-born engineers will certainly 

know to test for, and surely harden against, many if not most of these vulnerabilities.   Can’t we?? 

But, unfortunately as history has shown, we have yet to master the art of fully protecting ANY system, in part because some 

level of openness is usually required for them to function, and in part because hackers are adept at finding indirect ways of 

attacking them and have no constraint or remorse in doing so. 

Already, search engines like Shodan -  https://www.shodan.io/  the world's first search engine for Internet of Things 

connected devices - enables users to browse unsecured systems from baby monitors to traffic lights to medical devices. 

And while it can take months or years to identify, analyze and plug such security holes (or make them illegal), - if anyone is 

even working on doing that… it takes only minutes to inflict substantial harm with free hacking tools available on the 

internet today.  

People of the world, it's time to really smarten up…. What happens to all this stuff One Second After that EMP attack or a 

huge solar flare/CME hits? 

Have you heard enough?  Do you want some more? 

Consider this Scenario: 

CIA insider Jim Rickards’ predictions for society in 

2024 

https://www.shodan.io/
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April 30, 2015  

Editor’s Note from Jim Rickards: ‘The following article describes a fictional dystopia in the spirit of Brave New 

World or 1984. It is not a firm forecast or prediction in the usual analytic sense. Instead, it’s intended to provide 

warning, and encourage readers to be alert to dangerous trends in society, some of which are already in place. 

Thank you.’ 

As I awoke this morning, Sunday, Oct. 13, 2024, from restless dreams, I found the insect-sized sensor implanted in 

my arm was already awake. We call it a “bug.” U.S. citizens have been required to have them since 2022 to access 

government health care. 

The bug knew from its biometric monitoring of my brain wave frequencies and rapid eye movement that I would 

awake momentarily. It was already at work launching systems, including the coffee maker. I could smell the coffee 

brewing in the kitchen. The information screens on the inside of my panopticon goggles were already flashing 

before my eyes. 

Images of world leaders were on the screen. They were issuing proclamations about the fine health of their 

economies and the advent of world peace. Citizens, they explained, needed to work in accordance with the New 

World Order Growth Plan to maximize wealth for all. I knew this was propaganda, but I couldn’t ignore it. 

Removing your panopticon goggles is viewed with suspicion by the neighborhood watch committees. Your “bug” 

controls all the channels. 

I’m mostly interested in economics and finance, as I have been for decades. I’ve told the central authorities that I’m 

an economic historian, so they’ve given me access to archives and information denied to most citizens in the name 

of national economic security. 

My work now is only historical, because markets were abolished after the Panic of 2018. That was not the original 

intent of the authorities. They meant to close markets “temporarily” to stop the panic, but once the markets were 

shut, there was no way to reopen them without the panic starting again. 

Today, trust in markets is completely gone. All investors want is their money back. Authorities started printing 

money after the Panic of 2008, but that solution stopped working by 2018. Probably because so much had been 

printed in 2017 under QE7. When the panic hit, money was viewed as worthless. So markets were simply closed. 

Between 2018–20, the Group of 20 major powers, the G-20, abolished all currencies except for the dollar, the euro 

and the ruasia. The dollar became the local currency in North and South America. Europe, Africa and Australia 

used the euro. The ruasia was the only new currency — a combination of the old Russian ruble, Chinese yuan and 

Japanese yen — and was adopted as the local currency in Asia – pushed by the IMF. 

There is also new world money called special drawing rights, or SDRs for short. They’re used only for settlements 

between countries, however, everyday citizens use the dollar, euro or ruasia for daily transactions. The SDR is also 

used to set energy prices and as a benchmark for the value of the three local currencies. The World Central Bank, 

formerly the IMF, administers the SDR system under the direction of the G-20. As a result of the fixed exchange 

rates, there’s no currency trading. 

All of the gold in the world was confiscated in 2020 and placed in a nuclear bomb-proof vault dug into the Swiss 

Alps. The mountain vault had been vacated by the Swiss army and made available to the World Central Bank for 

this purpose. All G-20 nations contributed their national gold to the vault.  

http://www.hangthebankers.com/?s=jim+rickards
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All private gold was forcibly confiscated and added to the Swiss vault as well. All gold mining had been 

nationalized and suspended on environmental grounds. 

The purpose of the Swiss vault was not to have gold backing for currencies, but rather to remove gold from the 

financial system entirely so it could never be used as money again. Thus, gold trading ceased because its 

production, use and possession were banned. By these means, the G-20 and the World Central Bank control the 

only forms of money. 

Some lucky ones had purchased gold in 2014 and sold it when it reached $40,000 per ounce in 2019. By then, 

inflation was out of control and the power elites knew that all confidence in paper currencies had been lost.  

The only way to re-establish control of money was to confiscate gold. But those who sold near the top were able to 

purchase land or art, which the authorities did not confiscate. 

Those who never owned gold in the first place saw their savings, retirement incomes, pensions and insurance 

policies turn to dust once the hyperinflation began. Now it seems so obvious. The only way to preserve wealth 

through the Panic of 2018 was to have gold, land and fine art.  

But investors not only needed to have the foresight to buy it… they also had to be nimble enough to sell the gold 

before the confiscation in 2020, and then buy more land and art and hang onto it. For that reason, many lost 

everything. 

Land and personal property were not confiscated, because much of it was needed for living arrangements and 

agriculture. Personal property was too difficult to confiscate and of little use to the state. Fine art was lumped in 

with cheap art and mundane personal property and ignored. 

Stock and bond trading were halted when the markets closed. During the panic selling after the crash of 2018, 

stocks were wiped out.  

Too, the value of all bonds were wiped out in the hyperinflation of 2019. Governments closed stock and bond 

markets, nationalized all corporations and declared a moratorium on all debts.  

World leaders initially explained it as an effort to “buy time” to come up with a plan to unfreeze the markets, but 

over time, they realized that trust and confidence had been permanently destroyed, and there was no point in trying. 

Wiped-out savers broke out in money riots soon after but were quickly suppressed by militarized police who used 

drones, night vision technology, body armor and electronic surveillance.  

Highway tollbooth digital scanners were used to spot and interdict those who tried to flee by car. By 2017, the U.S. 

government required sensors on all cars. It was all too easy for officials to turn off the engines of those who were 

government targets, spot their locations and arrest them on the side of the road. 

In compensation for citizens’ wealth destroyed by inflation and confiscation, governments distributed digital Social 

Units called Social Shares and Social Donations. These were based on a person’s previous wealth. Americans 

below a certain level of wealth got Social Shares that entitled them to a guaranteed income. 

Those above a certain level of wealth got Social Donation units that required them to give their wealth to the state. 

Over time, the result was a redistribution of wealth so that everyone had about the same net worth and the 

same standard of living. The French economist Thomas Piketty was the principal consultant to the G-20 and 

World Central Bank on this project. 
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To facilitate the gradual freezing of markets, confiscation of wealth and creation of Social Units, world 

governments coordinated the elimination of cash in 2018.  

The “cashless society” was sold to citizens as a convenience and a way to fight high-dollar value crime. No more 

dirty, grubby coins and bills to carry around! 

Instead, you could pay with smart cards and mobile phones and could transfer funds online. Only when the 

elimination of cash was complete did citizens realize that digital money meant total control by government and 

negative interest rates.  

This made it easy to adopt former Treasury Secretary Larry Summers’ idea of negative interest rates. Governments 

simply deducted amounts from its citizens’ bank accounts every month. Without cash, there was no way to 

prevent the digital deductions. 

The government could also monitor all of your transactions and digitally freeze your account if you disagreed with 

their tax or monetary policy. In fact, a new category of hate crime for “thoughts against monetary policy” was 

enacted by executive order. The penalty was digital elimination of the wealth of those guilty of dissent – within 

minutes. 

The entire process unfolded in small stages so that investors and citizens barely noticed before it was too late. Gold 

had been the best way to preserve wealth from 2014–18, but in the end, it was confiscated because the power elites 

knew it could not be allowed.  

First, they eliminated cash in 2018. Then they eliminated diverse currencies and stocks. Finally came the 

hyperinflation of 2019, which wiped out most wealth, followed by gold confiscation and the digital socialism of 

2020. 

By last year, 2023, free markets, private property and entrepreneurship were things of the past. All that remains of 

wealth is land, fine art and some (illegal) gold.  

The only other valuable assets are individual talents, provided you can deploy them outside the system of state-

approved jobs. 

*********************************  prediction? Yes. Possible? Yes. 

Here’s an interesting one: 

A smart fish tank left a casino vulnerable to hackers - http://money.cnn.com/2017/07/19/technology/fish-tank-hack-

darktrace/index.html 

How stupid are we? … 

Most people know about phishing -- but one casino recently learned about the dangers of actual fish tanks. 

Hackers attempted to steal data from a North American casino through a fish tank connected to the internet, according to a 

report from security firm Darktrace.   

Q.  Do fish have facebook accounts too?   

Despite extra security precautions set up on the fish tank, hackers still managed to compromise the tank to send data to a 

device in Finland before the threat was discovered and stopped. 

http://money.cnn.com/2017/07/19/technology/fish-tank-hack-darktrace/index.html
http://money.cnn.com/2017/07/19/technology/fish-tank-hack-darktrace/index.html
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"Someone used the fish tank to get into the network, and once they were in the fish tank, they scanned and found other 

vulnerabilities and moved laterally to other places in the network," Justin Feir, director for cyber intelligence and analysis at 

Darktrace, explained to CNN Tech. 

As internet-connected gadgets and appliances become more common, there are literally thousands of more ways for bad 

guys to gain access to networks and take advantage of insecure devices. The fish tank, for instance, was connected to the 

internet to automatically feed the fish and keep their environment comfortable -- but it became a weak link in the casino's 

security. 

The unnamed casino's rogue fish tank is one of nine unusual threats that Darktrace identified on corporate networks 

published in a report. 

The report cites examples compiled from Darktrace's threat detection technology. Darktrace makes security technology that 

sits on a company's network and monitors the activity taking place. That could be anything from data transferred between 

computers or actions taken by a connected coffee maker. 

When the technology notices an anomaly -- like a device that doesn't belong or data being sent somewhere it shouldn't -- it 

alerts the company's security team. 

In another example of an unusual attack, smart drawing pads connected to insecure wifi were used to send data to 

websites around the world in what's called a "denial of service" attack. A hacker had scanned the internet looking for 

vulnerable devices, and exploited them to try and flood other websites with too much traffic. 

We've seen cybercriminals leverage connected devices for destructive purposes before. 

Last year, the Mirai botnet took control of smart home devices, like security cameras, all over the world, effectively turning 

them into zombie machines directing web traffic to take down popular websites like Netflix and Twitter. 

Feir, a former U.S. intelligence contractor, says he anticipates threats coming from more unexpected places. Phishing emails 

will be one way hackers can get onto systems. But things like insecure fish tanks connected to the internet will be another. 

"In the current cyber climate with political and corporate espionage, I think you're going to start to see attackers, whether 

nationstate or criminal, having to get more creative in their attack vectors," Feir said. 

Here’s the best one of all:  “No, the presidential election can't be hacked.” 

By Tal Kopan, CNN  Updated 4:29 PM ET, Wed October 19, 2016 http://www.cnn.com/2016/10/19/politics/election-day-

russia-hacking-explained/?iid=EL                            I’ll take that bet…. 
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